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Piled raft with different pile length for medium-rise buildings on very soft clay 
Plateau de fondations avec des pieux de longueurs différentes pour des immeubles de hauteur 

moyenne construits sur argile très souple 

Y.C. Tan, C.M. Chow & S.S. Gue 
Gue & Partners Sdn Bhd, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

ABSTRACT
Conventional piled foundation is usually designed to provide adequate load carrying capacity and to limit the overall settlement (and
hence controlling differential settlement) within tolerable limit. As such, the piles are often of the same length and size. In this paper, 
a design approach is presented in which the foundation of a medium rise building (5-storeys) is designed using skin-friction piles of
different length. The design objective is to control the differential settlement at the onset rather than limiting the overall settlement.
The design utilises the interaction between piled raft and soil in order to produce an optimum design which satisfies both the servicea-
bility and ultimate limit states. The presence of the deep deposit of highly compressible soft clay also poses major challenge in the de-
sign as negative skin friction, excessive differential settlement and bearing capacity failure associated with such soft materials need to
be addressed. A monitoring scheme on the structures has been successfully implemented and the monitoring results have demonstra-
ted that the foundation system coupled with a properly planned temporary surcharging of the earth platform is very effective. The mo-
nitoring results will also allow for further improvement and refinement of design. 

RESUME
Les fondations sur pilotis sont traditionnellement conçues pour pourvoir une bonne répartition des charges et limiter le tassement glo-
bal (et, de la sorte, contrôler le tassement différentiel) dans des limites raisonnables. Les pieux sont souvent de même longueur et de 
même section. Cet article présente une  approche par laquelle les fondations d’un immeuble de 5 étages consistent en des pieux de
frottement de longueurs différentes. Le but de ce concept est de contrôler d’emblée le tassement différentiel plutôt que de limiter le 
tassement global. Le concept est base sur l’interaction entre le plateau de fondations avec pieux et le sol, afin d’ optimiser le design
pour qu’il satisfasse les aspects pratiques et les états limites extrêmes. La présence de dépôts profonds d’argile extrêmement compres-
sible représente un défi majeur, étant donne qu’ une friction négative, un tassement différentiel excessif et un risque de rupture de 
support de charge lies a l’usage de matériel souple doivent être pris en considération. Un système de monitoring sur les structures a
été installe avec succès et a montre que ce système de fondations, couple avec une surcharge temporaire bien planifiée sur la plate-
forme de terre, est  très efficace. Les résultats du monitoring permettront également des améliorations futures du concept. 

1 INTRODUCTION

A residential and commercial development at a site of about 
1200 acres at Bukit Tinggi, Klang, Malaysia comprises of two-
storey terrace houses, semi-detached houses, commercial units, 
five-storeys apartments and other amenities buildings. This de-
velopment is constructed over soft silty clay, termed as Klang 
Clay (Tan et al., 2004b). 

The design and construction of buildings over deep deposit 
of highly compressible soft clay is often associated with pro-
blems such as excessive differential settlement, negative skin 
friction and bearing capacity failure. Traditionally, piles are in-
troduced to address the issue of bearing capacity and excessive 
differential settlement. The piles are often installed into compe-
tent stratum or ‘set’ in order to limit the differential settlement 
by reducing the overall settlement of the structure. However, 
this solution only addresses short-term problem associated with 
soft clay as pile capacity is significantly reduced due to negative 
skin friction. This often reduces the cost-effectiveness of such 
‘conventional solutions’ especially if the depth of the compres-
sible layer is significant. Tan et al. (2004a) have presented a de-
sign approach for low-rise buildings (less than 3-storeys high) 
on very soft clay using settlement reducing piles. In this paper, a 
design approach for ‘floating’ piled raft foundations for 5-storey 
apartments is presented together with a discussion on the results 
of settlement monitoring on the completed buildings. 

2 SUBSOIL CONDITION 

The alluvial deposits at the site generally consist of very soft to 
firm silty CLAY up to a depth of 25 to 30m with presence of in-
termediate sandy layers. The silty CLAY stratum is generally 
underlain by silty SAND. Klang Clay can be divided into two 
distinct layers at a depth of 15m. Some of the compressibility 
parameters of Klang Clay are presented in Fig. 1 and these pa-
rameters play a vital role in settlement analyses for the founda-
tion design. The undrained shear strength profile and sensitivity 
of the Klang Clay as obtained from in-situ field vane shear tests 
are shown in Fig. 2. 
 The undrained shear strength of Klang Clay increases al-
most linearly with depth and shows relatively high values for 
the first 3m with the existence of overconsolidated crust. The 
su(fv)/P’c ratio of Klang Clay is relatively high with ratio of 
su(fv)/P’c = 0.4 and is independent of plasticity index (PI). Engi-
neering properties of the Klang Clay and related correlations are 
reported in the paper by Tan et al. (2004b). 

3 DESIGN APPROACH FOR PLATFORM EARTHWORKS 

Design approaches for foundations of the buildings on very soft 
soils have to integrate with ground treatment design for the 
earthworks so that both designs are technically compatible and 
efficient. For the current project, both temporary surcharging 
and preloading techniques are adopted to control long-term sett-
lement of the subsoil under the loads from the fill and buildings 
to be placed on top of it. Generally, the net fill height at the site 
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is about 0.5m to 1.0m . The temporary surcharging heights ran-
ges from 2 m to 5 m depending on the available waiting period.

After the subsoil had achieved the required percentage of
settlement and verified using Asaoka’s method (Asaoka, 1978),
the temporary earth fills are removed and the construction of the 
foundation begins.
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4 DESIGN APPROACH FOR FOUNDATIONS OF 5-
STOREY APARTMENTS

Generally, the loadings of the 5-storey apartments are highest at 
the columns and ranges from about 100kN to 750kN. The line
load from the brick wall is 9 kN/m (4.5” brick wall) and the uni-
form live load acting on the ground floor raft is 2.7 kN/m2 (1.5
kN/m2 live load + 1.2 kN/m2 floor finishing) as per recommen-
ded values given by BS6399: Part 1: 1996. The main design cri-
terion for the 5-storey apartments is to limit the relative rotation
(angular distortion) to 1/350 (Skempton & MacDonald, 1956) to
prevent cracking in walls and partitions.

Figure 1. Compressibility parameters for Klang Clay (from Tan et al.,
2004b).
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Figure 2. Undrained shear strength and sensitivity of Klang Clay (from
Tan et al. 2004b).
Figure 2. Undrained shear strength and sensitivity of Klang Clay (from
Tan et al. 2004b).

4.1 Design methodology 4.1 Design methodology 

The objective of the design is to provide an optimum piled raft
foundation system that takes into consideration the bearing ca-
pacity contribution of the raft and the piles introduced mainly to
limit differential settlement. The general approach is to increase
the stiffnesses of areas where the settlement is expected to be
the largest by introducing settlement reducing piles. Horikoshi 

& Randolph (1998) suggested that for uniformly loaded raft, pi-
les distributed over the central 16-25% of the raft area is suffici-
ent to produce an optimum design and for piled raft subjected to
non-uniform vertical loads, the use of piles with varying length
would give the most optimum design (Reul & Randolph, 2004). 
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The foundation system adopted for the low cost apartments
consists of 200mm x 200mm reinforced concrete (RC) square
piles with pile length varying from 18m to 24m interconnected
with 350mm x 700mm strips and 300mm thick raft. Figure 3
shows typical section of the strip-raft foundation system and
Fig. 4 shows schematic view of the foundation system superim-
posed onto the completed low cost apartments. A total of 504
piles consisting of 284 piles of 18m length, 160 piles of 21m 
length and 60 piles of 24m length spread over the whole buil-
ding layout is adopted. This represents pile spacing/pile size, 
s/dp ratio of approximately 10 and total pile length (nLp) of 
9912m. The locations of the strips are adjusted during detailed 
design to ensure they pass beneath all the columns (i.e. concen-
trated loads) for optimum structural design.
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Case 1 considers the overall settlement behaviour of the piled
raft foundation system in order to predict the settlement profile
for structural design. This is due to limitations of conventional
Winkler foundation in modelling actual soil behaviour. The sett-
lement analysis is carried out based on Terzaghi’s 1-
dimensional consolidation theory. Appropriate adjustments are 
made to the pressure imposed on the subsoil due to distribution
of the superstructure load by the piles using the concept of 
equivalent raft. The settlement profiles obtained are then used to
determine the spring stiffness or Winkler’s modulus to generate
the overall stresses on the foundation raft due to the settlement 
profile.
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Case 2 considers the interaction between the pile-soil-
structure (foundation raft) of the foundation system in order to
determine the load distribution and local settlement of the piles.
Results from this analysis will also be used for the structural de-
sign of the foundation raft to complement Case 1. The pile-soil-
structure interaction can be carried out iteratively using elastic
pile interaction software (e.g. PIGLET/PIGEON) together with
finite element structural analysis software (e.g. SAFE) until
convergence of results is achieved (typically ±10%). The itera-
tive approach is proposed due to limitations of available softwa-
re in modelling pile-soil-structure interaction. It must be noted
that the analysis can also be carried out using 3-dimensional fi-
nite element method (FEM) software (e.g. PLAXIS 3-D Foun-
dation) that can model 3-dimensional pile-soil-structure interac-
tion. However, the FEM software at this stage places a great
limitation on the numbers of piles that can be modelled practi-
cally within reasonable time and computer resources. Some of
the limitations of existing pile interaction and structural analysis
software in modelling pile-soil-structure interaction have been
discussed by Tan and Chow (2004).
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As the foundation system consists of varying pile length, the 
solutions of Randolph and Wroth (1979) which is derived for
piles of uniform length and adopted in the software PIGLET
(which only allows single pile length as input) is no longer ap-
plicable for the current design. Therefore, the original equation
proposed by Randolph and Wroth (1979) is revisited by the Au-
thors in order to derive a solution for piles with varying pile
length.
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The solution for pile interaction proposed by Randolph and
Wroth (1979) is based on the solution for single pile (Randolph
& Wroth, 1978) and extended for pile groups based on the prin-
ciple of superposition. A stiffness matrix relating load, Pt and 
settlement, wt is then obtained with the pile length incorporated
into the matrix as a constant. The method is based on the super-
position of individual pile displacement fields,
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Figure 4. Schematic of piled raft system with varying pile lengths superimposed on com-
pleted low cost apartments.

considering the average behaviour down the pile shafts sepa-
rately from that beneath the level of the pile bases. For cases
with different pile lengths, the interaction of the pile bases at
different levels is very complicated and its effect to shear stress
along the pile shaft unknown. However, for the current applica-
tion in soft ground, the pile capacity is derived primarily from
shaft/skin friction with very little end-bearing contribution. The-
refore, the original equation proposed by Randolph and Wroth
(1979) can be rewritten with pile length as variable where every
single pile in the group can be assigned different values of pile 
length. This has been incorporated in the Authors’ firm’s inter-
nally developed software, Pile Group Analysis Using Elastic or
Non-linear Soil Behaviour, PIGEON (Chow & Cheah, 2003).

The monitoring results (Fig. 6) showed that the maximum
differential settlement recorded is 27.02mm (between CSM05-
CSM12). Figures 7 and 8 show the settlement profile across the
length of the apartments (≈ 70m) at the edge and at the centre of
the building. The relative maximum local angular distortion re-
corded is 1/1215 (between CSM07-CSM09). The monitoring
results also show the building experiences marginal tilt of ap-
proximately 1/1000 (Fig. 9). This is probably due to the presen-
ce of another block of apartment adjacent to the current block
being monitored. However, the value is well within the limits of
1/250 to 1/500 (Charles & Skinner, 2004) for it to be noticeable.

The monitoring results showing relatively smaller settlement
at the edge of the building also indicate that improvement and
refinement of design by further shortening piles at the edge (or
totally omitting piles at the edge) can be explored. By reducing
the stiffness at the edge, it may lead to a more economical de-
sign and better performance of the building due to smaller diffe-
rential settlement. This is consistent with the findings of Reul
and Randolph (2004) who suggested that for a raft under uni-
form loading or core-edge loading, the differential settlements
can be most efficiently reduced by installation of piles only un-
der the central area of the raft. However, careful considerations
of structural and total settlement requirements shall be evalua-
ted before further optimization are carried out.

5 SETTLEMENT MONITORING 

A total of 14 precise settlement markers were installed at
ground floor columns of the structure as shown in Fig. 5 to mo-
nitor the performance of the foundation system. Monitoring
works were carried out starting from September 2003 when
construction works had reached the 3rd floor to July 2004  when
the building has been completed for more than six months. Only
CSM02, 05, 06, 07, 10, 11, 12, 13 & 14 were recorded until Ju-
ly 2004 as the other instruments were damaged during the mo-
nitoring period.

PLAN VIEW 
≈ 70m
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Figure 5. Locations of column settlement markers.
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Figure 8. Settlement profile across CSM07, CSM09, CSM11 and 
CSM13.
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